
Frequently Asked Questions for Subdivision Transformer Queue  
  
Currently there exists a list of all projects that the customer construction costs have been paid and 
transformers have been ordered. 

  
Q:  How do I get my project on the publicly shared list? 
A: Your project can be placed on the publicly shared list by contacting Linder Scott at 
LESCOTT@CPSENERGY.COM and completing the following requirements: 

• Customer construction costs for the project has been paid in full 
• Completed agreement to have your project published on this list which includes 

o List will be available on CPS Energy’s website  
o List will be available for anyone who may request a copy (includes customers, media, 

etc.) 
o Subdivision name to be placed on the List 
o Number of transformers the subdivision requires 
o Transformer voltage (13kV/34kV) 
o Subdivision placement on the List 

Q:  Where can I view the public list? 
A:  The public list can be viewed on our Construction webpage or by clicking 

https://www.cpsenergy.com/en/construction-and-renovation/subdivision-development-project-

queues.html  

 
Q:  Are the projects in order of the date the contracts got paid or anticipated CPS start construction 
date? 
A:  Any project for which CPS Energy had started our construction scope by 10/31/22 is placed in the 
queue by the CPS Energy construction start date; this is an explicit list. Any project that was NOT in CPS 
Energy construction by 10/31/22 is placed in the queue under those projects described above and by 
the date the CPS Energy CIAC/customer construction contract invoice was paid based on the final 
design. 
  
Q:  As Transformers are delivered and projects move off the list, are new projects added based on 
newly paid customer construction cost contracts?  In other words, do new projects get added to the 
list as others drop off? 
A:  Projects are added to the list when the customer construction cost (CIAC) invoice is paid. Existing 
projects do not need to be completed for additional projects to be added to the queue. 

  
 Q:  Can the engineer of record or the developer request information on where specific projects are in 
the queue? 
A:  Yes 
 

   
Q:  At what point can projects be added to the list?  After pre-design or after final design and payment 
of contract? 
A:  Upon payment of the customer construction cost contract CIAC based on the final design 
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Q:  Can the developer pay CPS Energy prior to final design and final customer construction cost 
contract to secure a place in the queue? 
A:  No. Project design processes and timeframes will be maintained, and the final payment of the 
customer construction cost contract (CIAC) as logged by the CPS Energy business management systems 
will establish the date 
  
Q:  Projects from the same developer that are on the list can swap places based upon 
demand.  Correct? 
A:  CPS Energy will evaluate customer requests to exchange projects based on the number of 
transformers required to complete the projects and the impact to the projects further down the queue. 
CPS Energy will communicate directly with requesting customer on whether the exchange will be 
permitted. 
 
Q:  If a project at the top of the list is not ready for CPS to start construction, does the next project 

below it move into its spot?  Does the project move to the bottom of the list or does it keep its 

placeholder and just lets other projects jump ahead of it until it is ready? 

A:  Any project on the queue that is not ready to receive transformers and be energized due to non-CPS 
Energy challenges will be held in its place in queue.  CPS Energy will continue to allocate transformers to 
other projects according to the queue order until the customer indicates that CPS Energy should 
proceed. Once this communication is received, the project will be release from the hold and will be 
allocated transformers as permitted by transformer stock levels. 
 
 


